Root Operators Agenda – November 5, 2023

ROOT OPERATORS MEETING DETAILS
Location: IETF 118 / Prague, Czechia / Online via Zoom
Date: November 5, 2023, 10:00AM-4:00PM (LOCAL TIME)

Technical Agenda
1. Meeting Attendance
2. Personnel Updates
3. Alert System Test
4. TSIG Key Ceremony - The Manning Protocol
5. Recent Incidents + Public Operations Discussion
6. Architecture & Security Updates
7. Technical Presentations
8. DITL and IP Address Anonymization
9. Root Key Rollovers
10. DNS Cookie support
11. ZONEMD Deployment
12. RouteLeaks / BGP Tagging
13. Technical Studies & Deployment Follow Ups
14. RPKI
15. Collab Server
16. Public Website
17. External Communications
18. Any Other Business - Technical Items

Policy Agenda
1. Meeting Attendance
2. Personnel Updates
3. GWG Update
4. RSSAC Update
5. RZERC Update
6. RSO Consensus Statements
7. Discussion on acceptable time period to continue advertising old addresses
8. Legal or Regulatory impacts on RSO Operations
9. Any Other Business (AOB) - Policy Items